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From our president….
Greetings FPGers,
Wow! Have you seen the Foothills display at the Sautee Nacoochee Center? It
looks marvelous! How impressive! I know the Center is happy and I’m sure
hundreds of visitors will enjoy the
images. Remember: the reception for
the photographers and everyone else
in the club is Sunday, May 7, from 2:00
– 4:00. Jim Thomas said that if anyone
wanted to bring some finger foods,
that would be appreciated, but wasn’t
necessary. Thank you all for
participating and make sure you get
by the Center to enjoy all this beautiful
work!
Critique Bowl II. Great participation!
We had over 20 images of portraits.
Casey Bramlett’s portrait of Rick
Moorhead received the most points
and her image got the 2nd most points.
Three images created by Matt King
rounded out the top five point getters.
Thank you all! The critique theme for May will be Night Lights. Moon, stars, street lights, candles,
cars, cities, etc., etc. Show us yours!
Colt Mahana will be our program guest at the May meeting. His subject will be “Light and
Shadows”. See some of his work on FB at Colt Mahana Photography.
It’s time to renew membership. Please see Wendy O’Connor, Secretary/Treasurer to pay your dues.
Happy Trails!

Danny

Quote of the Month
Provided by FPG member, Chuck Lotts
“The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a camera.”
– Dorothea Lange

TIP OF THE MONTH
By Nikki English

Using a flash during the day.
You might think that you should only use flash at night time or indoors, but that’s not the case. If it's an
extremely bright day outside and the sun is creating harsh shadows on your subject, switch on your flash. By
forcing extra light onto your subject, you will be able to fill in those ugly shadows and create an even exposure.

John Martin
Born and raised in Miami, Florida, John has always had an appreciation for the
outdoors. His family enjoyed water sports, fishing, and boating. After high
school he entered Clemson University where he earned a BS in electrical
engineering. He and Phoebe married while he was in graduate school at the
University of Miami earning an MBA. Phoebe and John have been married
fifty-three years and have two children and five grand-children.

John joined General Electric upon graduation and has worked for engineering related firms his entire career.
His last job before retirement was fifteen years as the Director of Engineering at Habersham Medical Center.
John has been interested in photography since age twenty, or so, but hasn’t really worked at developing that
interest until he retired and enrolled in the photography school at NGTC.
HIs favorite genres of photography are travel and street. To John, travel implies landscape and especially
exploring other cultures. Check out his blog to read his ideas on those subjects: www.landscapeandstreet.com
He’s developed a deep interest in “real” (traditional) street photography. Says John: “Street portraiture comes
close but street scenes don’t cut it!”
John and his wife, Phoebe, have traveled to scores of countries in the last twenty years. His love of travel and
love of travel photography have developed side-by-side. These trips have been independent – no tours or
cruises. In fact, John will present a program at the June Foothills meeting on how to research and plan
independent photography travel.
He is a member of the Photographic Society of America and is one of the organization’s travel aides. In that
capacity he assists other photographers in their travels to countries he has visited and photographed. He
addressed PSA’s national conference last year in San Antonio on the subject of street photography and will
address the conference this year in Pittsburgh about research and planning of photographic travel.
With the encouragement of the staff at NGTC (Jim Loring and Jeff Gulle), John assembled a group of local
photographers and founded Foothills Photography Group. From that evening in his living room (October,
2014), the club has matured into the viable organization it is today. After serving the first year as the club’s
president, he has stayed on the board as the Pprogram Chairman.

Forty-seven Popular Places to
Photograph in Northeast Georgia
(Second in a series)

By John Martin

Barker's Creek Mill at Hambidge Center

Description: This ancient site was the home of a grist mill that has been serving the area since the mid 1800's.
The current mill was built in 1944 and is one of only a few in northeast Georgia still in operation. You can
photograph the mill anytime but you will be doubly rewarded by being there on the first Saturday of each month
when the mill is actually in operation (1 PM to 4 PM). You can even purchase grits and cornmeal on your visit.
Barker's Creek Mill is owned by the Hambidge Center and is private property. Photographers are allowed to
make images of the mill as a courtesy. Check their web site (htttp://www.hambidge.org) for more information
about the Center and events open to the public.
Notes for the photographer: The first
time I visited this mill was in the winter.
The color photos I made were pretty drab.
If you are there when the leaves are gone
you might want to consider processing in
black and white.
Directions: From Dillard (just north of
Clayton) turn left onto Betty's Creek Road.
Drive 3.5 miles. You will pass the entrance
to Hambidge Center (on your right). The
short roadway leading to the mill is on the
left 0.7 miles urther out Betty's Creek
Road.
Coordinates for roadway leading to mill: 34°59'30.5"N 83°26'36.9"W
Interesting fact: The current, metal spoke wheel replaced an earlier, mostly wooden wheel in the 1960's

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH
Provided by FPG Member, Chuck Lotts

Freezing Water - Shooting a waterfall

PHOTOGRAPH BY JIM RICHARDSON
Waterfall pictures are moving perilously close to being clichés. The most common current rage is to use a long,
very slow shutter speed to turn the water into silky, silvery curtains of liquid smoothness. This waterfall, this
setting on the coast of Iceland, was all about bracing clarity, energy, and the freshness of the moment. It was not

about serenity and peacefulness, which the usual silky-water picture would have implied. Besides not having
the gear to take that picture, I wanted something else. So I went to the opposite extreme. I decided to try totally
freezing the water with a very high shutter speed. In this case that was 1/2500 of a second, which turned the
sparkling water into crystallized glass, full of dazzling shapes and totally unexpected textures. My eye could see
nothing of this. It was the act of photography that revealed the possibilities. So I kept exploring the nuances,
moving closer to the side of the waterfall, able to get within mere inches of the water, seeing how getting lower
put the glasslike water up against the azure sky. In the end the image seemed more appropriate to this starkly
beautiful land, so raw and new, so of the moment. Jim Richardson's photos appear frequently in National
Geographic magazine. – Jim Richardson
My comments:
What would you want to show in the photograph? Jim wanted to impart the feelings of the surroundings of the
waterfall. His eye couldn't see the shapes the water took until he took the pictures and looked at them!
He took more than one, from more than one position! I tend to think that taking the picture is the goal. I took it,
I'm done! The goal should be to take the most beautiful picture I can. It's not just the thousands of variables our
cameras give us. How many variations can our minds give? -- Chuck Lotts

.

